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as represented by the buildings delineated on the plan hereto attached, should be 
entered onto its PROTECTED BUILDINGS REGISTER by reason of its special 
architectural and historic interest. 
 
THE EFFECT OF THIS REGISTRATION IS IMMEDIATE and prohibits the alteration or 
demolition of the structure or appearance of any part of the building except in 
compliance with an obligation imposed by or under any statutory provision or with the 
prior written consent of the Planning Authority. 
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NOTE :  
 
Under The Town and Country Planning Act 1999; 
 

Schedule 2 
The Protected Buildings Register 

 
Notifications of entries on register etc. 

 
2 (1) As soon as may be (practical) after a building has been entered in the register, or the 

register has been amended by removal of a building from it, the Department shall serve a 
notice on the owner and the occupier of the building stating that it has been entered in or 
removed from the register. 

 
  (2)  The owner or the occupier of, and any other person having an interest in, a building 

which has been entered in the register may apply to the Department to remove the building 
from the register- 

(a) within the prescribed period after service on him of a notice under sub-paragraph (1); 
(b) after the expiration of the prescribed period after the decision of the Department on a 
previous request under subsection in relation to the building. 

 
Under the Town and Country Planning (Registered Buildings) Regulations 2013 
 
5. Periods for purpose of Schedule 2 paragraph 2(2) 
(1) The period specified for the purposes of paragraph 2(2)(a) of Schedule 2 to the Act (period 

after notice of registration, within which owner or occupier may request de-registration) is 21 
days. 

 
(2) The period specified for the purposes of paragraph 2(2)(b) of Schedule 2 to the Act (period 

after initial period, during which owner or occupier may not request a de-registration) is 5 years. 
 
Notices sent to:  

Property Owner  
Local Authority - ONCHAN, Onchan Commisioners Office, Main Road, Onchan,  
Director, Manx National Heritage  

  Isle Of Man Natural History & Antiquarian Society 
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REGISTERED BUILDING  
 
 
NAME: Government House  
 
ADDRESS: Government Road, Onchan 
 
POST CODE: IM3 1RR 
 
LOCAL AUTHORITY: Onchan District Commissioners 
 
GRID REF: 391 781 

 

 
 
Introduction 
 
Government House has been the official residence of the Lieutenant Governor of the 
Isle of Man since 1863.  The property also provides accommodation for the Island’s 
formal guests and is used for functions and social gatherings. 
 
Historically, the estate was known as ‘Bemahague’, which was one of the old principal 
quarterlands of the Island.  It was part of the treen of Tremsare in the parish of 
Onchan and it was farmed by a branch of the Christian family from about 1600 until 
the late eighteenth century.  Subsequent owners of the estate were the Heywood 
family and their descendants the Daley’s, who finally sold the property to Tynwald in 
1903. 
 
Over the years, Government House has been updated and remodelled at various times 
whilst also accommodating the changing tastes and needs of successive Governors 
and their Ladies. 
 
History 
 
The name ‘Bemahague’ has a combination of both Gaelic and Norse elements, which 
possibly means that the estate pre-dates the early Norse settlements of the ninth 
century.  The prefix ‘Be’ is derived from the Norse ‘By’, which is found in a great 
number of Manx place names and means a large farm or estate.  The remainder of the 
name is Gaelic and is from ‘Mac Thaidhg’, meaning ‘Son of Taig’.  The Taig family are 
believed to have been the original holders of the estate and the old name of ‘Taig’ has 
been altered into the modern ‘Keig’. 
 
Long in the possession of a branch of the prominent Onchan family of Christian, the 
earliest mention of it is in the manorial Roll of 1511, where Edmund McCorkell is 
shown as holding it and paying a Lords rent. By 1600 the estate was held by a branch 
of the Christian family.  The Christian’s lived and farmed at Bemahague until 1789 
when Edward Christian was forced to sell the property in order to redeem a mortgage.  
The bulk of estate was sold for £1,000 to Robert Heywood (b.1740, d.1809) who was 
a wealthy Douglas merchant and Water-Bailiff.  Edward Christian had retained the 
mansion house along with other houses and outbuildings, but following his death less 
than a year later, these were also sold to Robert Heywood for a further £720. 
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The Heywood’s were a prominent family in the Isle of Man during this time and 
Deemster Peter Heywood, a brother of Robert Heywood lived at the nearby property 
Glencrutchery House in the adjacent quarterland of that name.  Robert Heywood was 
the uncle of Peter Heywood, who was the midshipman on H.M.S. Bounty.  During 
these years, one of the best-known personalities to have lived at Bemahague was 
Peter’s sister, Nessy Heywood.  She died young at the age of 24, but her heroic efforts 
in order to clear the good name of her brother Peter when he was accused of 
involvement in Mutiny on the Bounty (in 1789) by Captain William Bligh, have made 
her a heroine of Manx history. 
 
The owner Robert Heywood never occupied Bemahague himself, but instead he let the 
property to various tenants until his death in 1809, when it passed to his son, 
Deemster John Joseph Heywood.  Governor’s Bridge, which is near to Government 
House was originally known as ‘Heywood’s’ or the ‘Deemster’s Bridge’ after Deemster 
J.J. Heywood.  The bridge gained its present name in 1920 when it was first included 
in the T.T. course. 
 
Deemster Heywood let the property to an English gentleman called Joshua Farrer who 
was a friend of the Earl of Sandwich.  During the period of his tenancy, Joshua Farrer 
undertook a considerable amount of rebuilding works to the property which took on 
the Regency style and completely altered its appearance. 
 
In a guide to the Isle of Man dating from 1836, titled ‘A Six Day’s Tour, By a Stranger’, 
Bemahague was said to be “…charmingly situated, commanding a fine view of the 
whole bay: the old house should be taken down, and a new one built in the abbey 
style; the situation deserves a good mansion”.  A number of reports on Government 
House have said the property was rebuilt between 1820 and 1830; however this 
comment about the “old house” could suggest that in 1836 the old Christian family 
farmhouse still stood on the site and that Joshua Farrer’s alterations had not yet taken 
place. 
 
After the death of Deemster John Joseph Heywood in 1855, Bemahague passed to his 
married daughter Mrs. Elinor Daly (sometimes spelt ‘Daley’).  Following her death in 
1861, she left the estate to her son Francis David Daly who was a minor when he 
inherited.  In 1863, while Francis Daley was still an adolescent, his Trustees leased the 
property to the Lieutenant Governor, Henry Brougham Loch.  Although Castletown was 
the capital of the Island until 1874 when Douglas obtained the title, mid-nineteenth 
century Douglas was a rapidly expanding commercial town with excellent sea links and 
it is little wonder that the new Lieutenant Governor should wish to reside near to the 
town. 
 
The Lordship of Mann has belonged to the Crown since 1765 when the British 
Government reclaimed it from the Duke of Atholl in order to put an end to smuggling 
which was causing them financial losses.  Historically, the custom was to have a 
Governor and a Lieutenant Governor who served underneath him.  However, the 
Lieutenant Governor ceased to have a superior after the Lieutenant Governor Colonel 
Cornelius Smelt, who had served under Governor Atholl, was given the title in 1830.   
Prior to Bemahague, the official residences of the Governor have included prominent 
buildings such as Lorne House in Castletown, plus Castle Mona and the Villa Marina in 
Douglas. 
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In Wood’s Atlas of 1867, the proprietor of Bemahague was said to be ‘William Daley’.  
Following this, in 1871 Tynwald passed an Act confirming the lease of Bemahague to 
the Treasurer of the Isle of Man for 21 years at an annual rental of £200.  The lease 
stipulated that the Daly family were to contribute £1,000 towards the cost of any 
alterations and repairs which were deemed necessary in order to make the property a 
suitable residence for the Lieutenant Governor. 
 
In February 1871, the Liverpool architect Gustavus Hamilton was engaged in order to 
produce plans for alterations and extensions to the property.  These alterations took 
nine months to complete, during which time the Governor was a guest at 
Bishopscourt. 
 
In 1882, the owner of Bemahague, Francis David Daly died and he left the estate in 
trust for his son, John Joseph Heywood Daly. 
 
In 1886, there were negotiations for Tynwald to purchase Bemahague from John 
Joseph Heywood Daly.  However, Mr. Daly was still a minor at this time and did not 
have the power to sell.  As a result of this, in 1890 Tynwald signed a lease of the 
property for a further 21 years and voted an additional £1,000 for alterations in order 
to extend the guest and servant accommodation.  The subsequent alterations were 
carried out in 1890 by the local architect and builder, James Cowle. These included 
breaking through the wall between the drawing room and the dinning room and fitting 
folding doors so that the two rooms might be thrown into one, while a bay was built 
on to the reception room and a smaller one to the dining room. Additional servants 
bedrooms were also created through rebuilding the kitchen wing as a two storey 
extension. 
 
In 1891, the lease was transferred to the newly appointed Government Property 
Trustees.  A report in 1900 revealed the property was costing approximately £200 
annually for repairs, in addition to the rental charge.  As a consequence of this, in July 
1903 a Tynwald committee proposed that the house along with 112 acres of adjoining 
land should be purchased for a cost of £12,000 and on 24th November 1903, Mr. John 
Joseph Heywood Daly sold the property to Tynwald for that very sum. 
 
Despite the previous alterations to the property, further work was carried out as it was 
not yet considered to be satisfactory as an official residence for the Lieutenant 
Governor.  Internally, the main problems were said to be the small entrance hall and 
the awkward position of the reception rooms; externally, it was the proximity of the 
old farmhouse and stables to the main house.  The subsequent alterations and 
extensions were carried out between 1903 and 1906 to the design of the architectural 
partnership of Willink and Thicknesse of Liverpool.  The front or south western end of 
the house was pulled down and extended so that the reception rooms and study were 
enlarged, while a new hall, porch and main staircase were constructed. Various small 
outbuildings were removed and the farmyard was relocated. The stables were 
demolished and the cow house was converted into a stable and coach house. These 
changes saw great improvements to the property and a further enhancement was 
made when the property was connected to the main water supply, rather than the 
water being hand-pumped from two old wells. 
 
On 30th January 1906, all of the improvement works to Government House had been 
completed and the Governor was back in residence. 
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Architecture 
 
The gardens 
 
The estate is located in part of the remaining green space which separates Douglas 
from Onchan.  When approached from Governor’s Road, the property is reached by 
passing the lodge house on the right hand side and proceeding up the driveway which 
is bordered with mature trees.  The land rises towards the house, which is set in an 
elevated position providing views across the estate to the sea. 
 
There are approximately 12 acres of grounds which include the lawn or garden, 
woodland and grazing land.  In the gardens surrounding the property there are 
mature woodlands, within which the main species of tree are Sycamore, Ash and 
Beech.  In addition to these main species other trees include Lime, Cherry, Horse 
Chestnut, Red Horse Chestnut, Scots Pine, Fir, Birch, Apple and a New Zealand Yew 
located to the right of the main entrance door, which is said to be very unusual on the 
island. 
 
The gardens were greatly improved by Lord Raglan (Governor 1902-1918) who was 
responsible for much of the initial tree planting and the shrubberies beside the drive.  
The original rose garden was designed by Sir Claude Hill (Governor 1925-1931), 
although it has since been replanted.  Small ornamental trees were added by Earl 
Granville (Governor 1937-1945). 
 
Over the years the gardeners have contributed a great deal to the layout of the 
gardens and grounds.  Government House is said to be largely self-supporting with 
regard to flowers for indoor decoration and for fruit and vegetables from the kitchen 
gardens, which have a high stone wall. 
 
The main house – history 
 
The original farmhouse which stood on the site dated from the time the Christian 
family lived there (1600-1789).  The present property is thought to still include parts 
of the original house, although there have been numerous alterations and extensions 
over the years which have greatly changed the appearance of the building, that it is 
very difficult to determine if any section of the old farmhouse still exists.  Some of the 
remaining outbuildings are also thought to date from the Christian period, but the 
majority of these have been removed.  The Ordnance Survey map of 1869 shows that 
at that time there were many other outbuildings on the site than there are today and 
that they were arranged in a courtyard fashion behind the main house.  There also 
appears to have been a round-shaped horse-walk which was located to the north east 
of the outbuildings. 
 
Early changes to the property occurred during the early to mid-nineteenth century, 
when the tenant, Joshua Farrer, set out to improve the house by rebuilding the south-
east wing with a full height bay facing towards the sea in the Regency style. 
 
Further alterations took place in 1871 to the design of the Liverpool architect, 
Gustavus Hamilton.  The changes included adding a first floor over the recently rebuilt 
south-east wing and a dining room to the east end of the property. 
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There were also alterations in 1890, which were designed by the local architect and 
builder, James Cowle.  These alterations saw the dining room converted into a billiard 
room and provided a new kitchen.  James Cowle was also a Diocesan architect and he 
is most famous for designing Douglas Railway Station and the Isle of Man Prison on 
Victoria Road, Douglas. 
 
Major alterations took place between 1903 and 1906 to the design of the architectural 
partnership of Willink and Thicknesse of Liverpool.  Willink and Thicknesse are most 
famous for designing the Cunard Building (1913-1916) at the Pier Head in Liverpool, 
which is a Grade II* Listed Building.  In these alterations to Government House, the 
front or south-western end of the property was rebuilt in order to accommodate a 
large reception hall along with a porch, staircase and intercommunicating reception 
rooms.  In addition to this, some of the old Christian family farm buildings (which were 
in the immediate vicinity of the main house) were demolished in order to improve 
lighting and ventilation, whilst other old farm buildings were converted in order to 
provide staff cottages. 
 
In 1914, there was a fire in the servant’s quarters.  The portion which was destroyed 
in the fire was the oldest part of the house with its small rooms and low ceilings, so 
the opportunity was taken at this time to rebuild the accommodation and provide 
improved facilities. 
 
Inside Government House, several Governors’ Ladies have left their mark.  In the late 
1920’s Lady Hill installed the crystal chandeliers from Paris which are in the reception 
rooms.  In 1945 Lady Granville embroidered a bedspread and satin hangings with the 
Royal Coat of Arms for the Tynwald room for the visit of King George VI and her 
sister, Queen Elizabeth, the late Queen Mother.  In the 1960’s Lady Garvey added 
embroidery to the soft furnishings. 
 
The bell of H.M.S. Manxman, which served with the Royal Navy as a minelayer during 
the Second World War is on display in the hall of Government House.  The inscription 
on the bell reads ‘This bell was given by the people of the Isle of Man in memory of 
one of its greatest sailors, Captain John Quilliam R.N. who served in H.M.S. Victory at 
Trafalgar 1805’. 
 
The Coat of Arms which is over the entrance doors is thought to have originally been 
from the old Custom House in Peel. 
 
The main house – construction 
 
The main external walls are constructed of solid stone and are approximately 600mm 
thick with an external render which is pebble-dashed.  Some of the main internal walls 
are also built in solid stone, with others being lath and plaster covered stud partitions. 
 
The main roof is pitched with a natural slate covering.  There are flat roofs over the 
main stairwell and the main entrance porch which have a felt covering.  The windows 
are sliding sashes in painted softwood with single glazing. 
 
The lodge house,  Glencrutchery Road entrance 
 
The Ordnance Survey map of 1869 shows that at that time, there was a lodge house 
at the Glencrutchery Road entrance to the property, although this building has since 
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been demolished.  The lodge house of today dates from 1921 and it was designed by 
Major Harry Cowle.  A memorial notice in 1907 commemorating the life of a Mr. John 
Cowley mentioned a Mr. Harry Cowle, who was then said to be “…the Government 
architect”. 
 
There were once tall gates pillars and iron gates at the entrance to Government 
House, which dated from the same time as the lodge house of 1921.  However, these 
have since been removed as in subsequent years the entranceway has been deemed 
to be too narrow for modern traffic. 
 
Government House is included on the Protected Buildings Register for the 
following reasons: 
 
Architectural Interest and Aesthetic Quality 
 
The property is a large mansion house set in extensive grounds in an elevated position 
above Douglas bay. These grounds provide an important setting for the house. 
 
The oldest parts of the Government House were originally an eighteenth century 
quarterland farmhouse known as ‘Bemahague’.  The property has been updated and 
remodelled at various times in the past, with a mixture of architectural influences. 
 
Some of the alterations were designed by prominent architects, including the local 
architect and builder James Cowle, who also designed Douglas Railway Station and the 
Isle of Man Prison on Victoria Road, Douglas.  Further changes were planned by the 
architectural partnership of Willink and Thicknesse of Liverpool, who are most famous 
for designing the Cunard Building, a Grade II* Listed Building, located at Liverpool’s 
Pier Head. 
 
Historic Interest 
 
The estate of Bemahague was one of the old principal quarterlands of the Island and it 
was farmed by a branch of the Christian family from about 1600 until 1789. 
 
The property has been the official residence of the Lieutenant Governor since 1863 
and has been owned by Tynwald since 1903.  It has and continues to provide 
accommodation for official guests to the Island and is the location for many functions 
and social gatherings. Between 1863 and 2015, twenty two Lieutenant Governors have 
used Government House as their official residence. 
 
Close Historic Association 
 
There have been many notable residents of the estate of Bemahague and of course, 
many Lieutenant Governors have lived there during the property’s life as Government 
House. 
 
The Heywood’s were a prominent Isle of Man family who owned Bemahague from 
1789, passing the estate down through their descendants until it was sold to the 
Government in 1903.  The Heywood family have provided the Island with MHKs, 
Speakers, Deemsters and even a Governor.  Perhaps the most famous member of the 
family was Peter Heywood, who was aged only fourteen when he was the midshipman 
on the H.M.S. Bounty.  His sister Nessy lived at Bemahague for a time and it was 
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largely due to her heroic efforts that he was cleared of involvement in the Mutiny and 
went on to have a successful career in the Royal Navy, commanding his own vessel 
and having distant lands named in his honour. 
 
Photographs 
 

 
East front, facing over the extensive lawn (Tutt, 2013) 

 

 
The entrance front, with two unmatched bow fronts set on pedimented gables (Tutt, 2013) 
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Enfilade from Drawing Room 

(Tutt, 2013) 
 

Enfilade towards Drawing Room 
(Tutt, 2013) 

 

The porch leads into a hall with 
three arches and the staircase 
with a stained glass window on 

the half landing. (Tutt, 2013) 

 

 
The sunny drawing room, the third room in the enfilade (Tutt, 2013) 

 

 
On the left hand side of the hall is a panelled surround to the fireplace with Ionic pilasters.(Tutt, 2013) 
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